Physiological models are good tools to predict rat bioavailability of EF5154 prodrugs from in vitro intestinal parameters.
There are only a few reports on the methods that predict in vivo bioavailability from in vitro intestinal parameters. In the present study, we constructed physiological models where we examined if in vivo rat bioavailability was predictable from in vitro intestinal parameters using prodrugs of EF5154, a potent glycoprotein IIb/IIIa receptor antagonist, and other prodrugs. Apparent fraction absorbed (F(a),pred) was calculated using the physiological models that consist of absorption number calculated from Caco-2 cell membrane permeability (P(app)), and Damkohler number calculated from apparent degradation rate constant (K(dapp)) in rat small intestinal fluid. The predicted rat bioavailability that was calculated from F(a),pred corresponded to the observed rat bioavailability, and root mean square error (RMSE) and squared correlation coefficient (r(2)) were 4.58 and 0.904, respectively, suggesting that the physiological models consisting of the membrane permeability and degradation rate constant are good tools for predicting rat bioavailability of EF5154 prodrugs. As for other prodrugs where the chemical structure of their active forms differs from EF5154, the predicted rat bioavailability was not different from fraction absorbed (or rat bioavailability), suggesting the physiological models are generalized to various prodrugs that are not the substrates for active transporters.